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Managing the impacts of COVID-19

Corona: Global

Companies on a global level are faced with the effects of the globally spreading Coronavirus (COVID-19).

The current situation poses huge challenges regarding labor issues, personal data processing, public health, contracts, corporate governance,
tax obligations and sanctions-related matters. This raises substantial questions and concerns from a tax and legal point of view.

Our experts from WTS Global have collected information and advice on managing the impact of COVID-19 in their home markets. We are
pleased to offer you a bundled overview on over 35 countries here.

We remain entirely at your disposal for further advice and guidance to support you in professional challenges you might currently face.
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https://wts.com/global/insights/covid19


Austria
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13th Directive no longer applies to  input VAT on fuel in Austria

Effective as of January 2021, non-EU companies that are not VAT registered in Austria will not be able to recover input VAT on fuel purchases
through the 13th directive.

What is the 13th Directive? The 13th directive was put in place so that non-EU companies that have incurred VAT in an EU country can reclaim
it, given that they have not carried out any taxable transactions, and do not have any obligation to be VAT registered in said country. Normally,
companies submit a claim to the tax authorities of the country where the VAT was incurred. However, different rules and protocols may vary
depending on the country.

How can I reclaim back input VAT on fuel in Austria? As mentioned above, foreign non-EU companies that do not have an Austrian VAT number
will not be able to reclaim input VAT on fuel purchases.

EU-established companies that are not registered for VAT in Austria can claim back this input VAT via the 8th directive. This is only the case if
they have not carried out any taxable activity in Austria.

However, both EU and non-EU companies that are VAT registered in Austria are able to reclaim input VAT on their periodic Austrian VAT returns.



Bhutan
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GST introduction and its impact on  foreign digital businesses

A major overhaul of Bhutan’s taxation rules will require foreign digital businesses to register for Goods and Services Tax (GST) in the Himalayan
Kingdom from July 1, 2021. A move to a new GST regime means Bhutan will replace its existing sales tax and customs and excise duties systems.
GST will be applicable on B2C and B2B taxable supplies and taxable imports. The changes, supported by the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank, were announced by Bhutan’s Ministry of Finance back in July 2020.

While effective as part of the GST Act from January 2020, the rules specifically relating to GST registration and payment do not come into effect
until July 1, 2021.

Affected digital businesses must register to collect and remit Bhutan GST if their sales exceed an annual threshold of 5 million Bhutanese
ngultrum, at the time of publication this is circa USD70,000.

While the rules are set to come into force in July 2021 we know digital businesses are currently looking into registering with the authorities in
Bhutan. The applicable GST rate on affected supplies is 7%.

Bhutan GST reference to electronic distribution platforms

For affected supplies and services the entity liable for the collection and remittance of GST to the Bhutan authorities will either be the
electronic distribution platform (EDP) or the supplier.

In Bhutan’s GST Act, an EDP “means a service (including a website, internet portal, gateway, store or market place) that satisfies the following
conditions [among others]: the service allows persons to make supplies available to end-users; the service is delivered by means of electronic
communication.”

Bhutan’s reference to an EDP mirrors other global implementations.



Considering Introduction of New  E-Invoicing Requirements

Bulgaria

The Bulgarian government is reportedly considering the introduction of new electronic invoicing (e- invoicing) requirements, with Bulgaria's
National Revenue Agency (NRA) consulting with industry stakeholders on a proposal. The e-invoicing proposal is expected to include the
adoption of a continuous transaction controls scheme, with invoice data continuously transmitted to the NRA. Depending on the outcome
of the consultation, this may include requirements simply for reporting or may include a clearing mechanism where invoices must be
cleared by the system before being issued to customers.

The proposal is to be finalized before the end of the year. Further details will be published once available.
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Tax Tribunal rules card payment  systems services are VAT exempt

Cyprus

Executive summary

On 2 March 2021, the Cyprus Tax Tribunal issued its  Decision in the long-anticipated banking case on the value-added tax (VAT) treatment of 
payment systems  services.

In its comprehensive Decision, the Tax Tribunal held that payment systems services (VISA, AMEX, MasterCard) constitute a single supply,
which fulfills the specific and essential characteristics of the transfer of money and is therefore VAT exempt.

The Tax Tribunal conclusions nullified the specific VAT assessment. Affected businesses should consider the implications of this judgment on
their operations.

Detailed discussion

After a re-examination assessment, for years 2006 through 2011, the Cypriot Tax Department assessed a 19% reverse charge VAT on charges
from VISA, MasterCard and AMEX, taking the position that such services received by a Bank constitute technical, isolated services of
processing, authorization and clearing concerning credit cards, which are excluded from the exemption and subject to tax.

The Taxpayer appealed the assessment to the Tax Tribunal. The Tax Tribunal through its analysis held that such services were VAT exempt,
constituting a single supply which meets the specific and essential characteristics of the VAT service of transfer of money. The legal position
was supported on the basis of Cypriot and European Union (EU) law and case law, as well as on the final positions of courts and tax
authorities of other EU Member States.
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Cyprus

Impact on businesses

Business involved in payment-related services either as income or expense, should carefully review the impact of the Tax Tribunal decision
on their operations.

Affected businesses include:

• Banks and other Financial Institutions
• Merchant Acquirers (including commerce)
• Electronic Money Institutions
• Payment Institutions
• Fintech
• Next steps

Businesses should evaluate the implications of the Decision and consider its applicability on their VAT operations. Business should consider
taking steps to:

• Identify the nature of expense/income from an operational angle
• Screen contractual agreements to validate VAT implications
• Support the entity’s position on VAT technical grounds and pre-agree with authorities, where required, on the potential treatment
• Consider applicability if under VAT audit and assess the need for dispute resolution/controversy assistance
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DAC 7 – digital marketplace VAT  reporting 2023

European Union

The European Council has approved new rules on data sharing between member states' tax authorities of VAT transaction data provided by
online digital platforms. The new measures, ‘DAC 7’ will come into effect from 1 January 2023.

The new process is targeting cross-border sales of goods and services which are prone to misdeclaration of VAT, particularly when online
digital platforms or marketplaces facilitate the transactions across several countries.

Seventh amendment to Directive on  Administration Cooperation (DAC 7)

DAC 7 provides for the automatic exchange between member states of seller transaction data to help identify VAT errors or fraud. This
covers transaction income and related VAT data provided by digital marketplace operators on their third-party merchants. DAC 7 includes
both EU and non-EU platforms operating with EU consumers. It brings the benefit of reducing the tax authorities’ numerous overlapping
and inconsistent requests for data from the digital marketplaces. It also includes scope for tax authorities to collaborate on joint audits.

The original DAC lays down the rules and procedures for the exchange of electronic data between member states to facilitate compliance
with domestic laws.

Member states existing VAT reporting obligations

Several of the European Union 27 member states already oblige marketplaces to provide them with data on their sellers transactions. These
include: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark (services), Italy, Germany, Finland, France and Greece.
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Greece
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Provides 6% Reduced VAT Rate for  Streaming Theatrical Performances and  Concerts

On 10 March 2021, the Greek Public Revenue Authority (AADE) published Circular Ε. 2053 of 2 March 2021 regarding a reduced VAT rate for

tickets for streaming theatrical performances and concerts. This includes that from 11 March 2021, the 6% reduced VAT rate applies for

tickets for access to internet live streaming of such events, which will apply for as long as the measure suspending public attendance to

such events is in effect.



Greece
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Delays myDATA e-invoices e-books  to 1 July 2021

Greece has announced that the mandatory introduction of e-invoices and e-books has been delayed again, this time from 1 April 2021 to 1
July 2021. This is due to the economic disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic – although the myDATA portal is still undergoing
development work. The first quarterly submissions will therefore be due by 31 October 2021 (unchanged).

The original roll out of transaction-based reporting in Greece had already been delayed from October 2020.

The introduction of transactional-level reporting is now mandatory – so companies prepared for the 1 January deadline may still proceed
now with the submission of Q4 invoices. Businesses that have registered with third-party e-invoice providers must still start submitting
now.

However, it only becomes compulsory from 1 July 2021. The decision was taken by the Ministry of Finance and Greek tax office, AADE.

Records to be held digitally include two sets of data e- Invoices:

• sales VAT invoices (domestic B2B transactions), plus records of Purchase e- invoice that have been received. Invoices details must
include accounting code details - unlike regular e-invoices.

• e-Books: accounting General Ledger transactions; Cash ledger Payroll; and Fixed asset transactions, include depreciation provisions. B2C
and cross-border transactions, not included in e-invoice data, will be added to the e-books.

The above digital records will be transmitted automatically to the AADE, via the myDATA portal. The filing deadline is set to be the 20th day
of the following month.



Live reporting 1 April B2C  mandatory

Hungary

Hungary’s live VAT transaction reporting (RTIR) is being extended from 1 April 2021 to include B2C invoices.

The plan had been for the current B2B invoice submissions regime to include consumer invoices from 1 January 2021, but a 3-month
voluntary compliance period was introduced in light of COVID- 19 emergency.

The extension to B2C transactions does not include sales to be reported through the MOSS digital services return or future EU OSS VAT
return.

Hungarian taxpayers are required to submit sales invoices automatically to the Hungarian National Tax and Customs Administration (NAV)
via the KOBAK online portal. Only sales invoices which are booked in the Sales Ledger should be submitted – meaning they may only be
corrected via a credit note. Invoices can be submitted in batches with an electronic batch token. An electronic reference number is returned
which does not have to be printed on the invoice.

The following transactions are now required to be included in the submissions under the new v3.0 reporting schema:

• B2B domestic, including domestic reverse charge;
• B2B Intra-community supplies;
• B2C domestic (mandatory from 1 April 2021)
• Exempt domestic supplies;
• Exports; and
• B2C distance sales.

To accommodate the extended transactions, a v3.0 RTIR invoice schema is now mandatory.
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Guidance on application and  administration of digital services tax

Italy

The Italian tax authority on 23 March 2021 released guidance to clarify various aspects of the application and administration of the Italian
digital services tax.

Circular 3/2021 (23 March 2021) provides in 88 pages, guidance that clarifies many issues, including the following:

• The nature of the digital services falling within the scope of the digital services tax
• Excluded Services
• How to calculate the taxable revenue and the proportion of that revenue deriving from services linked to the territory of Italy
• The registration process, the preparation of accounting documentation and the submission of the digital services tax return
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VAT group separates the branch from  the parent company

Italy

Transactions involving the sale of goods and / or provision of services between the parent company and the permanent establishment,
respectively “from parent company to permanent establishment” and from “permanent establishment to parent company”, must be
considered relevant, when one of the two entities is a member of a VAT group.
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Proposes Suspension of VAT on  Accommodation

Malta

The Maltese national party has called for a suspension of the 7% VAT on accommodation to aid hoteliers and local entrepreneurs in a time of
‘uncertainty’ where Maltese hotel bookings seem to be declining due to Coronavirus.

In a statement signed by Robert Arrigo, spokesman for tourism, the PN said the industry is going through a period of uncertainty which has
been exacerbated by the government’s lack of planning.

As reported in maltatoday.com, fears surrounding the coronavirus have continued to escalate, as Italy closed all schools and universities for
two weeks in a bid to stymie the spread of the virus. Football matches and main sporting events will also be played behind closed doors as
the neighboring country has become a hotbed for Covid-19 in Europe.

On Tuesday doctors called on the government to cancel all tourist flights from northern Italy as a precaution to prevent a coronavirus
outbreak in Malta.
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Publishes VAT executive  regulations

Oman

Ahead of the implementation of a 5% VAT in Oman, the Tax Authority has published the Executive Regulations which provide some details
on the operations of the new Value Added Tax regime. The regulation comes into effect on 10 April 2021.

The new rules provide guidance on:

• Place of supply of goods
• Place of supply of services
• Tax point – when VAT is due based on invoice, payment and supply dates
• Tax base – what costs, discounts etc to be included in the VAT calculation
• Input VAT suffered recovery and non-taxable supply apportionment
• Second hand goods and the margin scheme
• Calendar quarterly VAT return and payment schedule, due 30 days later
• VAT credits and refunds to non-residents

There is a VAT registration threshold of OMR 38,500. The registration process commenced in February 2021 for larger businesses.
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Changes to Requirements for Issuing Electronic Invoices, Credit Notes, and
Payment Receipts

Peru

Peru has announced changes to the requirements for issuing electronic payment receipts, electronic invoices, and electronic credit notes.
They will take effect on April 1, 2021 and oblige issuers to specify the form of payment: cash or credit.

Peru’s National Superintendence of Customs and Tax Administration (SUNAT) published Resolution No. 000193-2020/SUNAT on November
5th. The purpose of the change is to provide the tax administration with greater control over tax compliance and collection.

The new regulation affects all taxpayers that issue electronic payment receipts, electronic invoices, and electronic credit notes through the
various emission methods allowed by the SUNAT.
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VAT Guide on electronic stores obligations

Saudi Arabia

The General Authority of Zakat and Tax ('GAZT') published a new guide to help the owners of electronic stores to comply with their duties
related to the VAT, and guide them through the VAT compliance requirements (i.e. registration, declaration, payment, etc).The highlights of
the newly issued guide are mentioned hereunder:

Definition

The Guide defines electronic stores to be digital platforms through which any commercial activity such as sales of goods or supply of
services is practiced through the following channels:

• Websites
• Social media accounts (i.e. Twitter, Instagram, Linkedin, Facebook, Snapchat)
• Smart applications
• Instant messaging (i.e. Whatsapp, Telegram, Signal)

Compliance requirements

The guide elaborates on the VAT compliance requirements for electronic stores as follows:

1. VAT registration Electronic stores are required to register for VAT where its annual sales exceed the mandatory VAT registration
threshold of SAR 375,000. Voluntary registration can be considered where the annual sales are between SAR 187,500 and SAR 375,000.
The Guide information on the steps to registering for VAT purposes.
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Saudi Arabia

2. Display of VAT certificate Electronic stores registered for VAT are required to display their VAT registration certificate on the digital
platform used. Failure to do so will result in a penalty amounting up to SAR 50,000.The Guide further provides examples on how to
display the VAT certificate on digital platforms

3. Filing of VAT returns Electronic stores registered for VAT are required to file a periodical VAT return (monthly returns in case where
annual turnover exceed SAR 40m / quarterly returns in case where the annual turnover is less than SAR40m).

4. Payment of VAT due Upon filing of the VAT return, an invoice will be issued containing SADAD number to settle the VAT due.
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GAZT issues draft implementation resolution on e-invoicing regulations

Saudi Arabia

On 18 March 2021, Saudi Arabia’s General Authority on Zakat and Tax (GAZT) released a draft implementation resolution on the electronic
invoicing (e-invoicing) regulations. The e-invoicing regulations were released in December 2020 and apply to resident VAT-registered
businesses.

GAZT also announced a public consultation whereby comments to the draft resolution may be submitted until 17 April 2021, which will
allow taxpayers, e- invoicing service providers, advisors, and other interested parties to provide input on the draft resolution, annexes, and
related technical specifications.

The draft resolution highlights the requirements for generating, processing, receiving, transmitting, integrating, storing, and retaining e-
invoices and electronic debit/credit notes (e-notes). The e-invoicing requirements apply to the following transactions:

• Standard and zero-rated transactions;
• Business-to-consumer transactions;
• Transactions below the simplified invoicing limit; and
• Domestic sales, exports, nominal supplies, intra-Gulf Cooperation Council supplies, and advance payments.

The e-invoicing requirements do not apply to exempt supplies (and related advance payments), imports of goods, and imports of services
subject to the reverse charge mechanism.

The e-invoicing implementation will occur in two phases, which are outlined below.
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GAZT issues draft implementation resolution on e-invoicing regulations

Saudi Arabia

Phase 1

The first phase of the e-invoicing implementation requires businesses to perform the following by 4 December 2021:

• Issue, process, and receive e-invoices and e- notes (no specific format is required but all necessary information must be contained in
such invoices and notes);

• Complete the invoice fields, as well as the conditional invoice fields applicable to the transaction (including for allowable values);
• Ensure export to an offline internal and external archive in order to keep a record of generated e-invoices and e-notes;
• For simplified e-invoices and e-notes, a quick response (QR) code with a Base64 format and up to 500 characters must be generated and

printed on simplified e-invoices and e-notes; and
• Implement controls to avoid tampering with the e-invoices and e-notes.

Phase 2

The second phase of the implementation covers the integration between the taxpayer and the GAZT and will take place in a phased roll-out
as from 1 June 2022. More details are expected to be issued, but this second phase will include the following requirements:

• The e-invoices and e-notes must be issued in extensible markup language (XML) or PDF/A- 3 (with embedded XML) format;
• Any additional invoice fields (e.g., seller identification) must be completed, as well as the conditional fields applicable to the transaction

(including for allowable values);
• Each e-invoice and e-note must generate a universally unique identifier (UUID), i.e., a 128-bit number, generated by an algorithm

chosen to make it unlikely that the same identifier will be generated by anyone else in the known universe using the same algorithm;
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Saudi Arabia

• For simplified e-invoices and e-notes, businesses must register with the GAZT to obtain a digital certificate to request the cryptographic
stamp identifier for its e- invoicing solution;

• A cryptographic stamp must be generated via cryptographic algorithms and included on the e-invoice or e-note;
• The QR code requirements must be rolled out to all types of e-invoices and e-notes; the QR code must include the cryptographic stamp

based on the respective public key for both the simplified and the standard e-invoices and e-notes;
• The e-invoicing solution must provide a secure digital fingerprint (hash) for each e- invoice and e-note;
• E-invoicing solutions must have a tamper- resistant counter for each e-invoice and e- note that will block the e-invoice or e-note

sequence from being reset; and
• Establish a connection with an external application programming interface (API) between the taxpayer’s e-invoicing solutions and GAZT

to periodically upload simplified e- invoices and e-notes, as well as transmit e-invoices and e-notes to receive a response in real time.

The GAZT will provide the details around timelines, targeted groups, and implementation phases of the integration in subsequent
resolutions.
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Finance Act 2021 Approved Including Provisions for the Taxation of Digital Services
Tax

Sierra Leone

Sierra Leone has reportedly approved the Finance Act 2021, which took effect on 1 January 2021. Some of the key measures of the Act
concern the taxation of digital services, including the introduction of a digital services tax that applies at a rate of 1.5% on the turnover
from digital and electronic transactions, with further plans to introduce withholding on payments for digital services. Further, the scope of
"taxable supplies" for GST purposes has been expanded to include digital market supplies or digital services provided through a digital
marketplace.
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Clarifies Adjustment on Account of Bad Debt Relief for VAT Purposes

U.A.E.

The UAE Federal Tax Authority (FTA) has issued Public Clarification VATP024 to clarify an adjustment on account of bad debt relief for VAT

purposes.
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https://bit.ly/3dgUip7


USTR proposes 25% punitive tariff in response DST

U.S.A.

On 26 March 2021, the United States Trade Representative (USTR) announced proposed punitive tariffs of 25% on goods from Austria, India,
Italy, Spain, Turkey, and the United Kingdom (UK) with regard to each country’s Digital Services Tax (DST). The proposed tariff amounts are
directly tied to the amount of the DST that each country is estimated to collect from US companies. The USTR also provided a proposed list
of impacted products per country and is asking for public comments due by 30 April 2021.

Additionally, the USTR announced the termination of investigations under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (Section 301) regarding the
proposed DST of Brazil, the Czech Republic, the European Union (EU),2 and Indonesia, as the countries have not adopted or have not
implemented their respective DST since the initiation of the investigations.
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VAT and overseas goods sent to the UK and returned to the seller

United Kingdom

How sellers of goods sent from abroad to customers in the UK should deal with UK VAT if the goods are returned to them. Please find this

information here.
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/vat-and-overseas-goods-sent-to-the-uk-and-returned-to-the-seller?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=govuk-notifications&utm_source=0afb72a8-75f3-4f0f-b031-0f1269a7f3ed&utm_content=immediately


Various
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No digital tax if goods, services sold via Indian arm of foreign ecommerce players (yourstory.com)

Google to raise advertising fees to offset French, Spanish GAFA tax – EURACTIV.com

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyourstory.com%2F2021%2F03%2Fno-digital-tax-goods-services-sold-ecommerce-players&data=04%7C01%7Cmvda%40atlas.tax%7Cc267d967d1f1448e95d008d8f39b965a%7C045321bf4a15426c87b8282fb8b09ff0%7C0%7C0%7C637527196852253420%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=URv5Cw34y34yrLFiJd3Ft%2F17HB3ysOPCewifRXvA%2Bqo%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyourstory.com%2F2021%2F03%2Fno-digital-tax-goods-services-sold-ecommerce-players&data=04%7C01%7Cmvda%40atlas.tax%7Cc267d967d1f1448e95d008d8f39b965a%7C045321bf4a15426c87b8282fb8b09ff0%7C0%7C0%7C637527196852253420%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=URv5Cw34y34yrLFiJd3Ft%2F17HB3ysOPCewifRXvA%2Bqo%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.euractiv.com%2Fsection%2Fdigital%2Fnews%2Fgoogle-to-raise-advertising-fees-to-offset-french-spanish-gafa-tax%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cmvda%40atlas.tax%7Cc267d967d1f1448e95d008d8f39b965a%7C045321bf4a15426c87b8282fb8b09ff0%7C0%7C0%7C637527196852263411%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=077lUZxYvL4m9bfE6nN0mKXFct66LA76%2Fapyk9uDu%2BY%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.euractiv.com%2Fsection%2Fdigital%2Fnews%2Fgoogle-to-raise-advertising-fees-to-offset-french-spanish-gafa-tax%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cmvda%40atlas.tax%7Cc267d967d1f1448e95d008d8f39b965a%7C045321bf4a15426c87b8282fb8b09ff0%7C0%7C0%7C637527196852263411%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=077lUZxYvL4m9bfE6nN0mKXFct66LA76%2Fapyk9uDu%2BY%3D&reserved=0
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